Explainer: Workplace Monitoring & Surveillance
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Executive Summary

New technologies are enabling more varied and pervasive monitoring and surveillance practices in the workplace. This monitoring is becoming increasingly intertwined with data collection as the basis for surveillance, performance evaluation, and management. Monitoring and surveillance tools are collecting new kinds of data about workers, enabling quantification of activities or personal qualities that previously may not have been tracked in a given workplace—expanding the granularity, scale, and tempo of data collection. Moreover, workplace monitoring and surveillance can feed automated decision-making and inform predictions about workers’ future behaviors, their skills or qualities, and their fitness for employment. Monitoring and surveillance can shift power dynamics between workers and employers, as an imbalance in access to worker data can reduce negotiating power.

This explainer highlights four broad trends in employee monitoring and surveillance technologies:

**Prediction and flagging tools** that aim to predict characteristics or behaviors of employees or that are designed to identify or deter perceived rule-breaking or fraud. Touted as useful management tools, they can augment biased and discriminatory practices in workplace evaluations and segment workforces into risk categories based on patterns of behavior.
• **Biometric and health data** of workers collected through tools like wearables, fitness tracking apps, and biometric timekeeping systems as a part of employer-provided health care programs, workplace wellness, and digital tracking work shifts tools. Tracking non-work-related activities and information, such as health data, may challenge the boundaries of worker privacy, open avenues for discrimination, and raise questions about consent and workers’ ability to opt out of tracking.

• **Remote monitoring and time-tracking** used to manage workers and measure performance remotely. Companies may use these tools to decentralize and lower costs by hiring independent contractors, while still being able to exert control over them like traditional employees with the aid of remote monitoring tools. More advanced time-tracking can generate itemized records of on-the-job activities, which can be used to facilitate wage theft or allow employers to trim what counts as paid work time.

• **Gamification and algorithmic management** of work activities through continuous data collection. Technology can take on management functions, such as sending workers automated “nudges” or adjusting performance benchmarks based on a worker’s real-time progress, while gamification renders work
activities into competitive, game-like dynamics driven by performance metrics. However, these practices can create punitive work environments that place pressures on workers to meet demanding and shifting efficiency benchmarks.

Introduction:
How is Workplace Monitoring and Surveillance Changing?

New technologies are enabling more varied and pervasive monitoring and surveillance practices in the workplace. This monitoring is becoming increasingly intertwined with data collection as the basis for surveillance, performance evaluation, and management. Monitoring and surveillance tools are collecting new kinds of data about workers, enabling quantification of activities or personal qualities that previously may not have been tracked in a given workplace. Employers may seek to quantify “soft” skills such as sociability through tools like facial recognition and sentiment analysis. And employer-provided biometric health trackers may collect sensitive data about workers, from stress levels to smoking habits, raising questions about both consequences at work and growing intrusion into personal life.

Technologies are also enabling employers to expand the granularity, scale, and tempo of data
collection. Data collected about workers are often fed into systems to inform automated decision-making, to make predictions about workers’ future behaviors, their skills or qualities, as well as their promotion or continued employment. As Adler-Bell and Miller point out, “data-mining techniques innovated in the consumer realm have moved into the workplace.”¹ This can alter the power dynamics between workers and employers, as data-driven decision-making can make management more opaque and difficult to interrogate or challenge. Predictive analytics and flagging tools meant to identify rule-breaking can augment biased and discriminatory practices in workplace evaluations and segment workforces into risk categories based on patterns of behavior—such as identifying which employees are mostly likely to leave their jobs. While these tools are touted as bringing greater insight into workforces through a growing array of metrics, workers and others are challenging the power imbalances they generate, as well as their accuracy and fairness on a technical level.

Moreover, the erosion of worker pay, benefits, and standard protections is a concern where granular tracking of work activities can be used by employers as a cost-cutting tool. Tracking tools, for example, can generate itemized records of on-the-job activities, which

can be used to facilitate wage theft or allow employers to trim what counts as paid work time, excluding “unproductive” periods like down-time. Additionally, algorithmic management and remote monitoring technologies can make it easier for employers to classify workers as independent contractors while still exerting significant control over work processes.

Finally, the growing quantification of work activities can impact job quality and workers’ sense of autonomy and discretion in the workplace. For instance, continuous data collection can be used to gamify work—that is, introduce competitive, game-like mechanisms—which can in turn place excessive pressures on workers to meet demanding efficiency benchmarks. And where performance evaluations are increasingly tied to metrics, activities that are most readily machine-readable can become the basis for what counts when work is evaluated, while potentially excluding activities and skills that are less easily quantified.

Grasping the role played by technology is complicated by the wide range of motivations behind why employers monitor workers. Surveillance is usually multipurpose, and the same technologies can be used for both positive and detrimental ends. Monitoring and surveillance tools may serve purposes such as protecting assets and trade secrets, managing risk, controlling costs, enforcing protocols, increasing worker efficiency, or guarding against legal liability. Third-party actors, like
technology companies, may have longer-term interests in using data collected about workers’ activities to build technologies that automate tasks.

But outside of employers’ own capacity and discretion, there are few legal protections to limit monitoring and surveillance in the workplace, and formal restrictions often must be explicitly built into work agreements, such as through contracts. Norms and expectations of privacy in the workplace also differ significantly across industries, within organizational hierarchies, and across different types of work. As technology helps to render data collection and monitoring and surveillance practices to become cheaper, more efficient, and increasingly pervasive, labor advocates must articulate new limits and strategies for contending with a changing landscape of surveillance.

This explainer highlights four broad trends in employee monitoring and surveillance technologies and discusses some of their implications.

**Prediction and Flagging Tools**

Technology that aims to predict characteristics or behaviors of employees, flag patterns of behavior, and deter perceived rule-breaking is a growing part of the workplace. While longstanding surveillance tools like CCTV cameras have served similar functions, the
automation of reviewing surveillance data has accelerated the ability to flag and categorize workers based on their perceived risk to employers. Similar to predictive tools within criminal justice and policing contexts,\(^2\) monitoring and surveillance tools can frame workers as potential internal threats to be measured through risk scores, flagging mechanisms that alert to suspicious behavior, and other digital reputation profiling. These tools create the potential for abuse and raise issues around accuracy and use of proxies for behavior and unfair profiling and discrimination.

Risk scoring is commonly used in recruitment technologies across the hiring process, from sourcing to candidate selection. Unlike older forms of vetting like background checks that seek out criminal records, these tools typically flag candidates based on less well-defined categories, often drawing on unconventional information sources like job candidates’ online social media activity or emotional cues during interviews. For example, some recruitment technology firms specialize in analyzing job applicants’ speech tone and facial expressions in video interviews.\(^3\) Another online service called Predictim, which provides vetting for domestic services, claims


to use “advanced artificial intelligence” to analyze a job candidate’s personality by scanning their social media posts. The service then generates profiles that list identified traits like “bad attitude.”¹ The service’s use of social media posts as a measure of employability prompted public backlash, which led to the company halting its launch.⁵ In addition to concerns over privacy, Predictim and other predictive models used in the hiring process can reflect biases even when factors like race, gender, or age are explicitly omitted: for instance, work tenure can be correlated with how close a worker lives to their place of employment, but this factor is also strongly correlated with race.⁶

Efforts to predict with data extend beyond vetting and hiring, enabling ongoing review of workers based on a wide range of variables.⁷ “People analytics” tools within HR management software are used to
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predict future behaviors, such as when and whether an employee is likely to leave their job, and have been used by major employers like Walmart. Although less widespread, facial recognition and voice analysis technologies are also used in some areas of job recruiting and customer service, claiming to provide interpretive insight into workers’ emotions, social interactions, and “soft skills.”

Within knowledge work and white-collar office environments, flagging tools are typically deployed through employer-provided IT systems, such as monitoring and surveillance software used to record computer activities like keystrokes, browsing histories, file downloads, and email exchanges. In many instances, these tools do not enable direct human monitoring but are automated systems designed to flag specific behavioral patterns. One surveillance product, for instance, claims to identify when an employee is distracted and not working efficiently, based on how frequently they


switch between computer applications. In some cases, these tools are not efficiency oriented but seek to flag “suspicious activity” aimed at protecting intellectual property or preventing data breaches—such as one software product that alerts a manager when an employee downloads an atypically large number of company files.

Within service industries like retail and food service, flagging systems are typically tied to point of sale systems, CCTV surveillance, and digital timekeeping systems. Point of sale system metrics, for instance, are used to generate performance reports on both aggregate and individual work data, including performance data such as workers’ speed in processing sales transactions. But they are also designed to generate “exception-based reporting,” meaning that the goal of surveillance is to single out workers whose data exhibits outlier patterns, such as processing a higher than average number of customer returns. These forms of profiling may then be used to identify “high risk cashiers.”

Importantly, the behaviors that these systems use to identify rule-breaking


are often proxies rather than concrete evidence of fraudulent or rule-breaking activity. As a result, these tools raise concerns over accuracy as well as employees’ ability to contest accusations or provide counter-explanations for their actions.

Biometrics and Health Data

New kinds of data unrelated to workplace activity are coming under the purview of employers. Notably, biometric wearables are becoming common tools within both workplace wellness programs and employer-sponsored health care programs. In 2018, for instance, fitness-tracking device Fitbit launched Fitbit Care, a platform aimed at employer programs.\(^\text{13}\) In many cases, data from wearables are used as a means to reduce health insurance premiums.\(^\text{14}\) High-profile employers, like BP America, have adopted the device for some of their employees in a bid to improve employee health habits while simultaneously persuading insurance companies to reduce their
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rates, at significant savings to the company. However, tracking non-work related activities and information, such as health data, may challenge the boundaries of worker privacy, open avenues for discrimination, and raise questions about consent and workers’ ability to opt out of data collection.

Health tracking programs in the workplace have been critiqued as being potentially coercive even if they are opt-in, by pressuring employees to participate or bear penalties such as paying higher costs or being deemed riskier by their employers. This became a galvanizing issue during the 2018 West Virginia teachers’ strike, which in part centered around growing health care costs for public employees. Teachers in West Virginia were introduced to Go365, a health app that the Virginia Public Employees Insurance Agency (PEIA) and health insurance company Humana offered to school employees. The app tracked a wide range of physical activity including users’ steps and physical location, to accrue points which could be redeemed for various rewards. Users were also asked to submit to the app sensitive information such as their diets, smoking


habits, and family medical histories. Although use of the app was opt-in, many school employees felt the data collection to be invasive, tracking activities even when employees were not working. Use of the app also placed a burden of self-reporting onto employees, requiring them to do unpaid work for which the state would largely benefit in cost-savings. Importantly, those who refused to participate in the program would have to pay higher premiums and other costs to their health insurance.\(^{17}\)

Similarly, corporate wellness programs are incorporating digital health trackers and using wellness benchmarks to gamify health data in the workplace, incentivizing competition between co-workers to engage in fitness-related activities. Some research has shown the ways this form of data collection can place pressure on employees “to create a body that is perceived as productive and worthy,” while raising anxieties about how participation in such programs could negatively affect a worker’s employability.\(^{18}\) For instance, workers who cannot keep up with their colleagues may be regarded as a liability by employers. Moreover, as Ajunwa, Crawford, and Schultz have noted, companies that collect and interpret data from wearables “lawfully
operate as black boxes, concealing their data sets and the algorithms they use for interpretation.” Employers may still have access to this data, raising the potential for employment discrimination based on categories like age, disability, or pregnancy. The tracking of biometric data also brings monitoring and surveillance beyond the realm of traditional work hours, whether through location-tracking outside the workplace or through wellness programs that track areas like mental health and emotional well-being.

The collection of biometric data in the workplace also raises questions about ownership, retention, and uses of this data, as well as whether employers can compel workers to hand over biometric data. Although use of digital health trackers is typically opt-in, other tools like biometric timekeeping software—which use fingerprints or iris scans to verify employee identity—are often mandatory. In the US, more than 50 companies have faced lawsuits over the collection of employee fingerprint data through biometric timekeeping tools. In 2018,

a class-action lawsuit was filed in Illinois against employer Wendy’s for failing to make employees aware of how the company handles biometric data.23

Remote Monitoring and Time-Tracking

Many jobs do not take place within a clearly delimited physical workspace, like an office, a store, or a factory. But tools like GPS-location tracking, computer-monitoring software, app-based activity trackers, and remote sensors enable managers or clients to track and manage workers from afar. Importantly, companies may use these tools to decentralize and lower costs by hiring independent contractors, while still being able to exert control over them like traditional employees with the aid of remote monitoring tools.24 These tools can produce tensions for remote workers accustomed to more autonomy and discretion.

This trend is exemplified notably on digital labor platforms within the “gig” economy. For example, Upwork is a labor platform where freelancers provide
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services like design, coding, and editing work. While workers on these platforms are typically independent contractors, the incorporation of remote monitoring tools can enable both platform companies and clients to exert control over when, where, and how contractors do their work. Upwork offers an opt-in tool called Work Diary, which counts keystrokes, mouse clicks, and periodically takes screenshots of freelancers’ computer screens, among other metrics. Clients are then shown an “Activity Meter” that displays minute-by-minute data about a freelancer’s work activity.25 One challenge to this form of monitoring is that work becomes quantified only in terms of what can actually be measured. More intangible activities such as thinking through ideas, planning work processes, or evaluating one’s progress cannot easily be measured, raising questions over how certain kinds of work may be devalued or uncompensated because they cannot be remotely measured in the same way as keystrokes.

The granularity of remote tracking can also be used by employers to itemize what activities count as paid work. One example is electronic visit verification (EVV), a practice that has been implemented as a part of Medicaid fraud oversight in paid carework. EVV

monitors the work hours and activities of personal care and in-home health care aides. EVV typically consists of software tools that use GPS tracking in order to validate when and where care workers have provided billable services to clients, where previously this may have been done through paper forms like time sheets. Although these systems provide the benefit of ensuring that clients receive the services they need, they also create challenges for care workers, by curbing their autonomy, reducing paid work hours, and potentially infringing on their privacy as well as the privacy of their clients. A case study of EVV implementation in the UK also found that because EVV could be used to more closely track when care workers arrived and left clients’ homes, or to itemize different work activities, agencies could more conservatively define billable labor time. This has created challenges for care workers because their day-to-day work is difficult to define in traditional terms of productivity and may fluctuate depending on clients’ needs.

Electronic time-tracking has become common in recent years, replacing older methods like manual punch clocks or paper forms used to verify when


workers clock in and out of shifts. Biometrics, including fingerprint and iris scanning, have been introduced to specifically prevent “time theft” – a term used by employers to describe practices like workers clocking in colleagues on their behalf. However, while the touted goal of these systems is to enforce accurate timekeeping, they can also enable bad actor employers to engage in forms of “digital wage theft” by failing to record workers’ time on the clock. A 2017 study that investigated 13 commonly used timekeeping software programs found that default software settings on many electronic timekeeping systems automatically rounded down employees’ reported time on shift and applied automatic break deductions regardless of whether an employee took a break or not. The result is that, cumulatively, employees’ paid time can be reduced significantly.28 This is one example of how the recordkeeping of employees can be manipulated. Digitizing certain forms of tracking can shift power away from workers and into the hands of employers, who may use design features in bad faith.

Remote tracking tools can also place pressures on workers to perform to metrics at the expense of safety or health. Long-haul truckers are increasingly tracked through “fleet management systems” which can, as Levy

has shown, undermine efforts to enforce protocols like safety checks because truckers may cut corners on activities that are not tracked, while also absorbing the risks of “external” conditions like bad weather.\textsuperscript{29} United Parcel Service (UPS) drivers are met with similarly conflicting incentives through the monitoring tools collectively termed “telematics”—a neologism that combines “telecommunications” and “informatics”—that use sensors and GPS tracking to both ensure that drivers adhere to safety protocols and work as efficiently as possible. These tools track location, braking, when a car door is opened, and even when drivers buckle the safety belt, among other metrics.\textsuperscript{30} While much of this tracking is in the name of safety and efficiency, the extensive rules that govern every action can place excessive pressures on drivers to follow protocols exactly or face disciplinary action. Drivers may be held to account to explain every minor deviation from routine, like taking bathroom breaks, or they may be incentivized to cut corners or undermine data collection by jamming or spoofing sensors.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{31} Bruder, Jessica. “These Workers Have a New Demand: Stop Watching Us,” \textit{The Nation}, May 27, 2015, \url{https://www.thenation.com/article/these-workers-have-new-demand-stop-watching-us/}.
Gamification and Algorithmic Management

Surveillance is an important component of algorithmic management, a term used to describe real-time data collection that feeds into automated or semi-automated decision-making and that is increasingly behind workplace scheduling, performance evaluations, and other decisions about workers.\textsuperscript{32} Many workplace monitoring and surveillance technologies take on management functions beyond merely rule enforcement or oversight, such as sending workers automated “nudges” or directives based on their actions or adjusting performance benchmarks based on a worker’s real-time progress. One example is within the Uber ridehail platform, wherein drivers’ activities are tracked through their phones, including location, acceleration, working hours, and braking habits, and are monitored through their phones.\textsuperscript{33} Both individual and aggregate driver data are then used to target incentives to drivers, such as prompting them to travel to “surge” areas where there is higher demand or to drive certain hours. In cases like these, few work rules are communicated


outright; rather, rules are enforced through indirect and automated means, placing significant burden on workers to decipher how factors like continuously-changing pay rates are determined.\(^{34}\)

Algorithmic management depends on continuous data inputs. While professions that largely consist of knowledge work or emotional labor have more easily resisted quantification, technology vendors that promise data-driven analysis of everything from workers’ facial micro-expressions to their lunch-time social interactions as potential management tools are emerging. One technology company called Cogito provides a product that tracks interactions between call center workers and customers, using voice analysis to “nudge” call agents to adjust their behavior. For example, call agents are shown a heart icon on their screen when the software detects a “heightened emotional state,” directing workers to change their tone or approach the conversation differently.\(^{35}\) As a result, workers’ discretion is circumscribed by automated management of client interactions.

Real-time worker monitoring and surveillance can be further used to gamify work—work structured as game-like and competitive, governed by scores, rules,
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rewards, and penalties. For example, some employers have introduced electronic scoreboards positioned prominently in workspaces to display workers’ progress and speed in real-time and to incentivize competition between workers.\textsuperscript{36} Target cashiers, for instance, are shown a screen that keeps a color-coded score based on checkout process speed, and are expected to keep an 88% rating at the “optimum rate.”\textsuperscript{37} Productivity apps and software designed for the workplace similarly introduce game-like dynamics, such as badges for work tasks and accomplishments, score-based goal setting, and digital dashboards that display employees’ progress.\textsuperscript{38}

In some work contexts, these kinds of metrics may serve as useful tools for employees, but in others they may be used by employers to enforce high-pressure work environments. Amazon is known for its extensive surveillance of warehouse workers as they move through space and load and unload products; they face the threat of firing or disciplinary action if they do not meet

efficiency benchmarks. In 2018, Amazon prompted public outrage over a patent the company had filed for the use of a wristband tracking device that would provide “haptic feedback” to warehouse workers, steering them to the correct inventory bins and vibrating if workers’ hands strayed too far from where they should be. Although this device has not moved beyond the patent stage, Amazon already engages in similar tracking. Warehouse workers carry handheld electronic devices used to scan and locate products, but which also track and evaluate workers’ speed and include countdown timers that pressure workers to keep up with speed expectations. In such cases, workplace monitoring and surveillance tools are also used to generate benchmarks in real-time through aggregate performance data.


Key Issues

Four key issue areas emerge from the examples discussed in this explainer:

**Information and power.**
As surveillance, data collection, and management become increasingly intertwined in practices like algorithmic management, the motivations and outcomes of workplace monitoring can become increasingly opaque to workers. There is a conflict of incentives between workers’ efforts to succeed in a workplace and employers’ incentives to maintain the “information advantage” that data collecting technologies can confer.42 As law professor Frank Pasquale observes, “[i]f workers knew that thirty-three-word e-mails littered with emoticons scored highest, they might write that way all the time.”43 However, workers’ inability to shape, contribute to, or interrogate the kinds of data-driven metrics that increasingly inform how they are hired, evaluated, and managed can produce new challenges. Where workers do not have access to the same data, employers may be placed in a
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privileged negotiating position, facing workers with reduced bargaining power.

**Accuracy and bias.**

Workplace monitoring and surveillance produces a plethora of data about workers, much of which is subject to data mining, interpretation, and analysis. In the hiring context, mathematician Cathy O’Neil has critiqued the use of psychometric testing—questionnaires aimed at psychologically profiling job candidates—as “digital phrenology,” arguing that there is little evidence to show that these tools provide accurate insights about whether someone is qualified for a job.44 Similar critiques are being leveraged against analytics tools that claim to derive insights about employees through methods like vocal risk assessment, but which may in fact perpetrate biases against marginalized workers.45 If a predictive tool identifies an employee as “high risk”—of breaking company rules, of seeking to leave for another job, or simply of getting distracted on the clock—this raises questions about workers’ right of appeal to such assessments.

Moreover, the growing scope of surveillance brings new kinds of data under the purview of employers and consequently brings new potential for workplace


discrimination. As the example of digital health trackers shows, there is a potential for “function creep” as data collected about workers for one objective (e.g. encouraging workplace wellness) can be repurposed for other uses (e.g. employee discrimination). Surveillance can reveal more information than intended, or can be used to infer sensitive information about employees. The growing ease of monitoring and surveilling areas like workers’ social media activity, health habits, physical movements, and social interactions may mean that normative and legal boundaries of workplace privacy are shifting.

**Value and compensation.**
The kinds of data employers choose to collect, versus what is ignored, can have consequences for what kinds of work are valued, how performance is evaluated, and how work is classified and compensated. In cases such as remote monitoring and electronic time-tracking, the granular tracking of work activities can be used by employers as a cost-cutting tool. Tracking tools, for example, can generate itemized records of on-the-job activities, which can be used to facilitate wage theft or allow employers to trim what counts as paid work time, excluding “unproductive” periods like down-time. Algorithmic
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management—enabled by remote monitoring technologies—can make it easier for employers to classify workers as independent contractors, excluding them from many protections and benefits afforded to employees. In these ways, increased surveillance can cumulatively shift how work is valued and compensated.

**Job quality.**

While in some cases monitoring and algorithmic management can serve to augment work by guiding decision-making, the gamification of performance metrics and pervasive tracking can place harmful pressures on workers. For instance, monitoring and surveillance that only seeks to flag mistakes and rule-breaking or to identify the “weakest link” can be used to sort, rank, and cull workforces, leading to pressures to perform to metrics or risk being fired even while meeting formal job requirements. The growing quantification of work activities can also impact workers’ sense of autonomy and discretion in the workplace. As the example of remote monitoring technologies shows, extensive rules that govern every action on the job can place excessive pressures on workers to follow protocols exactly, forgo safety to meet efficiency benchmarks, and often absorb the consequences of factors that monitoring and surveillance systems do not account for. Extensive surveillance can create punitive work environments.
Questions to Consider

• As more aspects of work are tracked, what is most readily “machine-readable” becomes the basis for what counts when work is evaluated, potentially excluding actions, skills, and circumstances that are less easily quantified. However, solutions to this problem often entail more surveillance of workers. How do we navigate this tension?

• Often, workplace monitoring and surveillance produces value from aggregate rather than individual worker data. For instance, a worker’s performance may be evaluated by comparison to aggregate data of other similarly-positioned workers. How does this affect conceptions around workplace privacy that are individual-based?

• Workplace tracking tools often use a rhetoric of choice and empowerment for employees. Are there ways to set up and frame workplace monitoring and surveillance so that employees can functionally opt out without consequence, or does the power imbalance of employment preclude this possibility? What are the collective effects of allowing people to individually opt out?
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